MONDAY, JULY 22, 2019 | CHEYENNE, WY

We couldn’t be more excited to welcome you to this sale and venue
for our set of yearling bucking bulls. Being able to sale bulls at the
Cheyenne Frontier Days is an incredible opportunity for us. Before we
touch on the bulls in the sale, we would just like to remind everyone
that 50% of this money is going to the Western Sports Foundation
and their goals of helping rodeo athletes. We are very fortunate to be
able to raise bucking bulls, and feel like we owe it to those athletes to
be sure we do everything we can to ensure the western sports stay
around forever!
Having said that, your bull purchase payments today will be directly to the Western Sports Foundation. There fore, your entire purchase
will be seen in tax season as CHARITABLE DONATION to a 501C3 organization!!! What better way to get into the bull business than
making a purchase in this sale!
Over the past 15 years, we have been steadily building a cow herd
that we feel is pretty special. We have taken that same set of cows and
bred them to super sires High Tensile and Pit Boss to give you a
majority of the offerings in the sale today. We have bucked and handled these calves the last few months and feel most of them still have
a huge upside for yearling competitions, up to being great rider bulls
years down the road.
In 2018 alone, the American Bucking Bull sanctioned yearling and
two-year-old events that paid-out over $3,500,000 in competitions!
The potential for these bulls in earnings at the American Heritage
events, Series events and the big new event in San Antonio next
February. We will also be offering a $10,000 added purse that is for
these sale bulls only to be held in 2020.
There is no way we could get everything done if it was not for the
help of everyone. From our hired help to friends who sacrifice their
own time to fill in at times when we really need a hand. From pulling
gates,videoing, helping work cows etc. The list is too long to write out
but we hope each one of you who have been there for a helping hand
realize how much we appreciate you.
Lastly we would like to thank our family, our parents, kids and
especially to our wives,
If you have any questions leading up to the sale or during the sale
please contact us.
Thank you
Lone Star Bucking Bull Genetics
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Lone Star Bucking Bull Genetics is located in Cushing, Texas. Cort
and Chase Richards, the owners of Lone Star have been in the bucking
bull business for 15+ years. In these 15+ years they have accumulated
some of the best genetics and owned some of the top females in this
industry. These females have given them a solid foundation to raise
the caliber of bulls that it takes to compete and win to this day!
Lone Star has raised some of the top bucking bull athletes in this
industry, a couple of their home-raised standouts include, PBR
Superstar 927 Air Time, 2X ABBI World Champion, 423 War Cloud,
ABBI Money Earner, PBR Finals and NFR bucking bull 33 Livin
Large, ABBI Money Earner of $100,000+, 625 Got It Handled, fourtime PBR Finals and two-time NFR bucking bull, 12 Crossfire,
A.K.A., I Always Stand and many more!
When it comes to raising these superstar bulls, Chase and Cort
have been there and done that. In the past several years the Richards
brothers have purchased some outstanding herd sires to cross back
into there breeding program. What you’re seeing offered in this sale is
a product of their foundation females and these great herd sires. You
can buy with confidence knowing that these genetics have been carefully put together over the past 15 years to create these outstanding
athletes for you.
The Richards brothers are proud to partner up with the Western
Sports Foundation on this outstanding set of 2018 born bulls. Fifty
percent of the proceeds from this entire sale will be donated to the
Western Sports Foundation, a Colorado based 501-C3, non-profit
organization benefitting the injured cowboys of our sport! Jump on
board with Lone Star Bucking Bull Genetics and Western Sports
Foundation to benefit the injured cowboys of our sport as well as the
opportunity to own a bucking bull.

MONDAY, JULY 22, 2019
4:30 P.M. M.S.T.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Monday, July 22nd
12:00 Noon M.S.T. Cheyenne Rodeo
4:30 M.S.T. Yearling Bull Sale
7:30 M.S.T. PBR Last Cowboy Standing
SALE DAY PHONES
Cort Richards ................................409.718.7331
Chase Richards ..............................936.652.1648
Jirl Buck ........................................580.795.4865
Steve Bonham, Auctioneer..............405.823.2972
Brandon Stewart ............................254.592.1246
Hayden Shaw..................................936.615.6160

|

CHEYENNE, WY

SALE TERMS
Supplement sheets will be available sale day with
updated information. All announcements sale day
override catalog information. Health certificates will
be available for cattle traveling out of state. All cattle
are to be paid for prior to loading. All half-interest
bulls will be charged a $200/ month handling fee
and remain with Lone Star or the current partner.
New owners are also responsible for entry fees to all
events. Sale day credentials will be available at will
call on the sale day to enter Cheyenne. Contact us
Cort at 409.718.7331, Chase at 936.652.1648,
Carrie at 702.523.6203 or Aubrey, 719.582.3499 to
get your credentials and buyers numbers set-up.
Lone Star Bucking Bull Genetics and the Western
Sports Foundation are not responsible for accidents.

WATCH & BID LIVE AT

Sale day credentials will be
available at will call to enter
Cheyenne Frontier Days.

Western Sports Foundation acknowledges the sacrifices competitors have made to
develop and expand all Western Lifestyle Sports. Athlete health and safety has been, is,
and will always be paramount. Recognizing the emotional and financial health are as
important as physical health, Western Sports Foundation is focusing on total athlete
wellness and offers services and resources to focus on total wellness.
MISSION AND PURPOSE STATEMENT
Western Sports Foundation is a non-profit organization dedicated to enhancing the overall success of
western sports athletes by advancing their health and well-being. We pursue our mission by providing
medical, life counseling and financial resources to meet immediate needs and prepare for life beyond
competition.
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1 LONE STAR 316F
BULL

ABBI# 10221713

133X HIGH TENSILE
LS 316

04.09.18

316F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
A712 PIT BOSS
LONE STAR 916

• 316F is a good looking black bull with a lot of potential. He’s as automatic as anything we
have in this sale and he seems to be getting better with every second.
• 316F gets stronger the further he goes and thats sure to catch the judges eyes!
• LS 316 is an own daughter of A712 Pit Boss out of a daughter of the late and great A911
Ground Zero. Lone Star 916's dam is also the dam to 3X PBR Finals Bucking Bull 099
Smiley! The maternal lines in these bulls are the most important factor in raising winning
bulls!

2 LONE STAR 587F
BULL

ABBI# 10221716

133X HIGH TENSILE
LS 587

04.16.18

587F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
A712 PIT BOSS
LS 187

- 587F is another product of the High Tensile over Pit Boss cross. These calves are going to have
the size to go on and have a career in the arena with a cowboy.
-It has taken this bull a while to figure it out and stay on his feet but you can see when he is able
to do that, he has the ability to be flashy.
-587F is out of a maternal sister to 487 Yellowstone, that was sold for $17,000 as a yearling.

3 LONE STAR 61F
BULL

ABBI# 10221709

133X HIGH TENSILE
LS 61

04.09.18

61F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
61W FIRE SHOW
MOMMA

• 61F is a product of the uncle to niece cross that has worked time and time again! He hasn’t had
that flawless, ready to enter trip yet, but the great ones take a little time! Once this bull gets
familiar with his feet, has a clean out, he'll be one to watch!
• 61F is a double bred Page 201-170, there have been more great bucking bulls with that cow in
their pedigree than just about any other cow in the industry! LS 61, a d aughter of 61W Fire
Show out of the dam to $100,000+ winner, 51 Red Man!

4 LONE STAR 384F
BULL

ABBI# 10221715

133X HIGH TENSILE
LS 384

03.07.18

384F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
BACKLASH
184 ONE HORN

• Partnered with Red Laces.
• The main point of this write up is that this bull is the stud of the sale! 384F is a good looking
paint bull thats by 133X High Tensile and a producing Backlash daughter.
• LS 384 is a daughter of one of the best female producing bulls this industry has seen, 36
Backlash. 384 is the dam to 584 Sauce Boss which is an ABBI Classic money earner as well!
The production is all here in this one, he's as close to a sure bet as you’re going to find!
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5 LONE STAR 746F
BULL

ABBI# 10221719

133X HIGH TENSILE
SUPERIOR 746

03.18.18

746F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
PANHANDLE SLIM
BW 55

• Partnered with Red Laces.
• 746F is a smaller framed, futurity style bull that has the intensity that it takes to win!
• Every time we've bucked him we’ve been impressed, he is as fluent as anything we’re offering in
this sale. We're confident he’s ready to enter and go to work for you!
• 746’s dam is by 1997 PBR Bucking Bull of the Year 315 Panhandle Slim. Her dam, BW 55 is
the dam to 905 Tigger Too, 87 Shuffling Madness, and futurity champion A79 Yard Bird!

6 LONE STAR 21F
BULL

ABBI# 10221708

133X HIGH TENSILE
PAGE 21/C

04.01.18

21F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
Y16 BRUTUS
PAGE 9121W

• Lone Star 21F is a solid black High Tensile son out of a daughter of past PBR Finals, NFR
bucking bull, and money earner of over $130,000, Y16 Brutus!
• It has taken a few trips to figure this bull out, he really hasn't put a trip together without stumbling, but once he does he should be one to watch out for.
• 21F’s dam, Page 21/C is sired by Y16 Brutus, an ABBI money earner of over $130,000! These
Brutus daughters throw the drop, kick, and extension that the judges look for. Page 21/C’s
dam is sired by 88 Best Shot and she is also the dam to PBR bucking bull 20/A Big Slick!

7 LONE STAR 647F
BULL

ABBI# 10221718

133X HIGH TENSILE
FUTRELL 647

03.18.18

647F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
66T HUSTLIN
XS 324 COOL GUN

• 647F is the definition of consistent. He’s knocked out the same tracks since day one and we
feel that there is some merit to that! He doesn't have the x-factor that some of these calves
have but he’s going to be one you can count on once you go to town.
• The maternal lines in this calf are quite impressive. His dam is a daughter of 66T Hustlin’ out
of the dam to 655 Segs the Juice as well as NFR bucking bull 713 Lil Shyster! These Hustlin’
females have had a huge impact on this industry, they have produced bulls such as, 56Z
Lifting Lives, 457B Fireworks, 75 Billy Frank, and more!

Monday, July 22, 2019 | 12:00 Noon M.S.T. | Cheyenne Rodeo
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8 LONE STAR 32F
BULL

ABBI# 10221756

133X HIGH TENSILE
LA PATRONA

02.20.18

32F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
A712 PIT BOSS
S 755-1

• 32F may not be the next futurity champion, but he makes some moves that sure look like
they’ll be tough to get by in a few years!
• 32F’s dam, 32 is a daughter of PBR Finals bull A712 Pit Boss and out of S 755-1, a daughter
of 1997 PBR Bucking Bull of the Year Panhandle Slim. 32 is a FULL SISTER to Lone Star
3, the dam to PBR Finals and NFR bucking bull 33 Livin Large as well as 43 Fist Full of
Dollars a futurity champion with earnings of over $75,000!

9 LONE STAR 17F
BULL

ABBI# 10221707

133X HIGH TENSILE
LONE STAR 17

03.18.18

17F

BEST SHOT
PAGE 201-170
BACKLASH
GJ 801

• 17F is a cross between some of the best futurity genetics you can find and the dam to one of
the rankest bulls that has ever stepped foot into an arena!
• 17F is making moves that impress us more than any other calf we have in this set. We’re excited about his futurity career but even more so about the ability he has to make an exceptional
derby/classic prospect!
• Lone Star 17 is a daughter of the prolific Backlash! She is the dam to 927 Air Time who is no
stranger to any of us. He’s known for his big moves and athletic performances! The breeding
potential that this calf has is second to none. He’s tight made, athletic and an overall stud!

10 TM F50-1
BULL

ABBI# 10222037

10-5 CROSSWIRED
CACTUS FLOWER

03.07.18

F50-1

CROSSFIRE HURRICANE
PAGE 10-120
53 SUREFIRE
WIGGINS 619

• Partnered with Red Laces.
• This good looking paint calf has what it takes to be a winner. He’s been lightly bucked but he
is figuring his feet out more and more with every trip. He has the whip, intensity, and heat to
go on and make a star for you!
• F50-1 is a product of the TM Cattle Company embryo transfer program. He’s sired by 2008
ABBI Classic World Champion 10-5 Crosswired and out of U50 Cactus Flower, a Surefire
daughter!
• U50 Cactus Flower is the dam to multi-time futurity champion and overall money winner of
$330,000+, 60-3 Inferno! F50-1 is a FULL brother to Inferno to boot! The breeding potential, tied in with the bucking potential, is phenomenal. Get ready to bid here, this kind of
opportunity doesn’t present itself every day!

11 LONE STAR 18
BULL

ABBI# 10222575

BIG TIME BIND
ZEE

02.14.18

18

BRING IT -8
MS 75
BETTLE JUICE
CC 308

• Partnered with Red Laces.
• This grey paint muley is a bucker! He’s not much to look at but don’t let that fool you, he has
the athletic ability to win you a pile of money! This bull really breaks loose off the ground
and bucks correct!
• 18 was raised by our friend Black Schroeder, he’s sired by an own son of PBR Finals bull -8
Bring It out of a Whitewater Skoal daughter. 18’s dam, 311 is sired by 733 BeetleJuice, making her a half sister to PBR Finals bucking bull 613 The Hard Stuff of K-C!
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12 LONG 871
BULL

ABBI# 10221569

4X ADDICTION
PAGE 71/D

05.07.18

871

BEST SHOT
PAGE U51
008 MARGY TIME
PAGE 011X

• Owned with D-J Long.
• This calf is pretty exceptional! He turns back in the gate, leaps off the ground, follows through
with his kicks and finishes as good as any calf we’re offering. He’s colored up and flashy with
this bucking style, this one here may just be the stinger!
• Sired by ABBI money earner of $20k+, 4X Addiction. Addiction is sired by 88 Best Shot and
out of a Crazy Train female. That Crazy Train daughter is also the dam to PBR Finals and
NFR bull 226Z Wired Crazy!
• Page 71/D is sired by PBR Finals and NFR bucking bull 08 Margy Time! Margy Time is sired
by 009 Showtime, making him a brother to the great 32Y Bruiser, 58X Long John, and more!
Page 011X is a daughter of 210 Cover Page, a Backlash son that was a money earner as well!

13 LONG 822
BULL

ABBI# 10221567

4X ADDICTION
SUPERIOR GENETICS 322

04.04.18

822

BEST SHOT
PAGE U51
ROOSTER’S FOLLY
MISS ALL STAR

• Partnered with D-J Long.
• This spotted Addiction son is a bucker. He turns back in the gate and he’s figuring out his feet
a little more with each trip. Once he gets familiar with his feet, he’s going to be one to watch!
• 4X Addiction is a Best Shot son out of a Crazy Train daughter. He was an ABBI money earner
of over $20,000 and he has sired multiple money earning calves! He's a maternal brother to a
PBR Finals and NFR bull. He's bred to produce!
• Superior Genetics 322 is a daughter of 399 Rooster’s Folly out of the great 22 Miss All Star
female. These genetics are old school Rafter 7 and have been raising buckers for years!

14 LONE STAR X1F
BULL

ABBI# 10221721

A712 PIT BOSS
LS X1

04.01.18

X1F

BLENDERHEAD
ADELE
THE DEACON
LOSTROH 528

• X1F is an electric little black bull with all of the tools to be a superstar. He’s got a big motor
and sometimes his feet move a little quicker than he knows how to handle, but you sure can’t
hold that against him!
• Sired by ABBI money earner, and multi time PBR Finals bucking bull A712 Pit Boss and out
of a The Deacon female. These Pit Boss genetics are highly sought after, and for good reason!
Pit Boss puts the muscle, and the intensity in these bulls!
• LS X1 is the product of a flush between 447 The Deacon and Lostroh 528, a full sister to
Night Life, Wildlife, Ground Zero, and more! The Deacon is sired by 36 Backlash and out of
an A6 daughter that is out of Crazy Train’s dam! This bull has all of the genetics you should
want, his confirmation is second to none and his bucking ability should not go unnoticed!
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15 LONE STAR 65F
BULL

ABBI# 10221710

A712 PIT BOSS
PAGE 65/C

03.25.18

65F

BLENDERHEAD
ADELE
Y16 BRUTUS
PAGE S65

• This is another one of these great Pit Boss sons! He’s big, stout, and knows his job. Pit Boss
puts the size in these calves and these Brutus daughters will do the same. This bull may outgrow his dummy days but he will be ready for a bull rider as quick as any of them!
• Pit Boss offspring have been winning at just about every level for a multitude of years. He is
the sire to the 2016 ABBI Futurity World Champion, 423 War Cloud! Pit Boss is syndicated
and his offspring are not offered for sale every day, get in on this one of a kind offering!
• Page 65/C is sired by PBR Finals and NFR bucking bull Y16 Brutus. Brutus is sired by 77
Hustler and out of Page 255-152, one of the top cows in the industry! Page S65, is sired by
the old school black baldy, 15 Playboy Skoal. Her dam, Page 25-111 is also the dam to 4X
PBR Finals bull 325 Hot Stuff!

16 LONE STAR 370F
BULL

ABBI# 10221714

A712 PIT BOSS
LS 370

02.25.18

370F

BLENDERHEAD
ADELE
THE DEACON
ACE 031

• This Pit Boss son is pretty neat. He’s a good sized solid black calf with a bunch of intensity.
When a bull has the size that this one has and has this much intensity and speed to go with it
the possibilities are endless moving forward.
• Pit Boss offspring have the intensity to make them last a long time. They're big stout, and
quick on their feet! 423 War Cloud, the 2016 ABBI World Champion Futurity bull and the
2017 ABBI World Champion Derby bull is a Pit Boss son as well!
• LS 370 is a daughter of 447 The Deacon out of Ace 031, a daughter of 497 Automatic! Ace
031's dam, 4 Sister Red is also the dam to 812 Blenderhead! The maternal genetics are all
here on this one, if you're looking for a breed bull, look no further!

17 BAKER 830R
BULL

ABBI# 10218091

TIME TO SHINE 755
HOUDINI ROCKS

03.01.18

830R

BUSHWACKER
GRC W145
HOUDINI 329
GREY ROCKER

• Partnered with Gene Baker.
• 830R comes from a good friend of ours, Gene Baker. Gene raised many futurity money earners such as past American Heritage Champion, Last Call.
• This good looking white brahmer is a grandson of the great Bushwacker. He is also a full sibling to Shiela’s Pet, who had over $160,000 in earnings in the dummy ranks.
• He gets off the ground with a tremendous amount of kick and intensity.
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18 FS -848
BULL

ABBI# 10225418

PAGE 2C JUST AL
CO 48C

04.01.18

-848

2103 BUCK AUTISM
PAGE 2Z
22 WILD FIRE
U53

• Partnered with Hayden Shaw.
• -848 has been a standout since day one. We thought enough of him to use him as a herd sire
on our yearling heifers this spring hoping to recreate offspring with the athletic ability &
buck that this calf has. His pedigree is stacked with Champions.
• He is sired 2C Just Al a current Top 30 ABBI Classic Bull & his dam is from the same breeding that brought you the 2018 ABBI World Champion Futurity Bull 612 Ridin Solo. He also
goes back deep in genetics to Buck Autism, Showtime, Hotel California, Crosswired,
Crossfire Hurricane, Stone Sober, Smooth Move, Wolfman, Straight Jacket, Houdini and
even the great Bodacious.

19 FS -807
BULL

ABBI# 10225419

94X OYSTER CREEK
FS 407X

04.15.18

-807

SHOWTIME
PAGE 247-159
PAGE 421-274 FROSTY
WILLIAMS 07X0

• Partnered with Hayden Shaw.
• -807 is a big stout calf that has the rare kick to take you all the way to the top. Not only can he
shine in his Futurity years but he can also take you all the way thru his Derby, Classic, and
PBR Years.
• This is truly a specimen of the Showtime Genetics here. He is sired by 94X Oyster Creek who
just recently had two sons in the Top 20 at the toughest event in the History of our Industry
the 2019 ABBI American Heritage Futurity. -808's dam is an own daughter of NFR and
PBR World Finals Qualifier 421 Frosty. There is power in the blood here with genetics from
Showtime, Backlash, Mossy Oak Mudslinger, Panhandle Slim, Wolfman and the great
Bodacious.

20 ACE 835
BULL

ABBI# 10223287

COWBOY CASONOVA 655A
SLYDER 601

03.15.18

835

MILLENIUM
WHEELER 855
PE182 HOT DAMN
NOT AVAILABLE

• Partnered with Ace of Spades.
• Ace 835 is a good looking grey calf that is brought to you by our friends at the Ace of Spades
Ranch. 835 is dialed in, ready to enter, and aiming to please! He turns back in the gate every
trip and has all of the intensity, and try you can want one to show.
• Sired by 655 Cowboy Casanova, a 2X PBR Finals Bucking Bull hauled by Mesa Pate. Cowboy
Casanova has shown to be quite the sire, he has sired multiple futurity winners and countless
money earners. D&H Cattle thought enough of 655 to turn him out on a select set of their
females as well! He is sired by Y2 Millennium, a multi-time PBR Finals bucking bull, and his
dam, Wheeler 855 is a Too Legit daughter that is also the dam to PRCA Bucking Bull of the
Year 455 Buckeye.
• Slyder 601, the dam to 835 is a daughter of 182 Hot Dam. Hot Damn was a 3X PBR Finals
and 3X NFR bucking bull. He has sired many great bulls and females in this industry! Some
of his more notable offspring are: 3X NFR bull G111 Hot Diggity Damn, 3X NFR bull 215
Amy’s Pet, PBR Finals bull 651 The Situation, PBR Finals bull 84 Carney Man, and more!
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21 ACE 817
BULL

ABBI# 10223267

43X MAGIC TRAIN
ACE 027

03.15.18

817

PAGE 347 CRAZY TRAIN
PAGE 735T
MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER
NOT AVAILABLE

• Partnered with Ace of Spades.
• Ace 817 is a good looking brindle bull with the action, intensity that catches everyones eye!
817 is sired by 5X PBR Finals Bucking Bull 43X Magic Train and out of a Mossy Oak
Mudslinger daughter!
• 43X Magic Train is a son of the great 347 Crazy Train out of a Mudslinger female. He was sold
for $200,000 as a three coming four year old! Magic Train has made an appearance at five
consecutive PBR Finals and is currently working on his sixth. He's been in the running for
Bucking Bull of the Year a couple of times as well! Magic Train offspring have been limited
up to this point, but from what we have seen they are the real deal!
• Ace 027, is a daughter of 2007 PBR Bucking Bull of the Year Mossy Oak Mudslinger! Her
dam, 343 Maw Maw is also sired by 1997 PBR Bucking Bull of the Year 315 Panhandle
Slim! Ace 027 has thrown one futurity money earner to date, he is owned and hauled by
Forrest Lucas of Lucas Oil!

ABB# 10062489
812 BLENDERHEAD
465 ADELE

BURNS BREEDING
4 SISTER RED
329 HOUDINI
BAKER 23W

• Pit Boss is one of the industries leading sires! His genetics have been kept in house for the most part so the opportunities that we are offering here is something special! He is sired by the great 812 Blenderhead Snuff, a multi time
NFR bucking bull and one of the most feared bulls in the history of rodeo.
• Pit Boss' dam, 465 Adele, is a daughter of the late 329 Houdini. Houdini is a legend in our industry and for good
reason! Adele has produced multiple great brothers to Pit Boss including: 324 Knight Rider (LTE: $60,000+, and
the 2014 ABBI Finals Yearling Champion, 326 Boss's Little Bro (LTE: $30,000+, and a 2016 ABBI American
Heritage Top 5 Winner), 322 First Blood (2018 PBR Finals Bucking Bull), -405 Street Outlaw (ABBI Derby
Winner), and more!
• Pit Boss puts the size, speed, athletic ability, and muscle into his calves. His calves are the stoutest, best looking ones
of the set every single year!

ABB# 10124090
88 BEST SHOT

329 HOUDINI
DCBC WANDA K23

• 133X High Tensile is a
715 COPPER TOP
PAGE 201-170
breed bull that was
PAGE 1-110
raised by D&H Cattle.
He is sired by past PBR great 88 Best Shot and out of one of the top females the industry,
Page 201-170.
• Page 201-170 is one of the most impressive females that this industry has seen.
Her sons buck, her sons produce, her daughters produce. She is also the dam to 53 Surefire
(3X PBR Finals & NFR Bull), 33S Crosswalk (PBR Bucking Bull & Sire to 3X PBR Finals
Bucking Bull and competition standout 00 Set Em Up Joe), 61W Fire Show (ABBI Money Earner of $60,000+,
NFR Bucking Bull, and Current Super Sire), Page 551 (the dam to 48U Rockie Smooth (PBRF) and 46W
Clubber Lang (NFR).
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I think it is pretty safe to say that anyone that is successful
must work hard and have a little bit of luck. We also believe to be
successful you need a lot of good friends and help along the way. We have
chose a few of these people to highlight and recommend to any of you looking to get in the bull
business. By no means is this everyone that has helped us out along the way, just a few we feel we owe a special thank you to ...
D&H CATTLE Co. | Bruiser, Long John, Mossy
Oak Mudslinger are just a few of the many greats that
this family has produced. The list can go on for miles.
This outfit sets the bar for the industry. We have been
blessed to be able to partner on some great breed bulls
with HD and family. They set themselves apart by the
caliber of animals they raise and haul, and by the business in which they have been able to conduct in this
industry.

ACE OF SPADES | Our very first partner and
friends in the bull industry from 15 years ago. With
out Scott and Tiffany Accomazzo there is zero chance
of us getting over the hump and ever being able to
have a bull sale of this magnitude at Cheyenne
Frontier Days with Western Sports Foundation. They
breed and sale great animals every year out of
Stephenville, Texas.

D-J LONG | The competitive nature of this once
record setting Texas A&M quarterback has come out
in full force in breeding bucking cattle. He has
stepped in, made some bold moves and acquired some
quality cattle. We have a few great prospects in this
sale that he raised.

RED LACES CATTLE Co. | Being relatively
new to the breeding of bucking cattle and just recently
moving from California to Texas to pursue their
dreams in the industry. Beau Mills is already seeing
great success. Beau and family have figured it out fast
and they are destine to be an industry mainstay. If you
haven’t met or done business with Beau we strongly
suggest you do. He has been able to bring his competitive nature from the baseball field into the pastures
and arenas.

BS CATTLE Co. | Brandon and Kenzie Stewart
are constantly motivating us to be better, not only better bull raisers ... but better Christians, humans and
friends. We can’t thank them enough for that. Being
around this industry since he was in diapers, Brandon
is pushing to see us evolve as an industry. If you want
in the bull industry he is a hub of information.

TYLER JOHNSTON, OUTLAW LIVESTOCK |
Tyler came to us about a year ago and had his eye on
some great females we did not want to give up. He
talked us into partnership on a great set of females in
which we are positive you will see some studs out of in
the future. Tyler, thank you for the friendship and
opportunity to do something great in the industry.
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